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Requests from Companies and Requirements for Design 
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searches: (1) ‘Graphic designer’ (!"#$%&"4'%4JD$),!in Portuguese) in the job title and (2) ‘Designer’ in 

























































































2'!?hysical outcomes, our themes cover requests for an ability to deliver (1) ‘Print design’ in general, 
%/+#!0%!W*C,(%L!0.3,(2$%$-B%L!?'%2,(%; (2) ‘Editorial design’, (3) ‘Packaging design’ and (4) ‘Signage and 
J'$-27'W7sale (POS)’ materials. In relation to d$B$20*!'/2+'4,%L!2#,!2C?,%!'W!(,^/,%2%!+'3,(!0-!06$*$2C!
to deliver (5) ‘Digital design’ in general, such as websites, newsletter, digital interfaces and (6) ‘Video 
and animation design’. In addition to physical and digital outcomes, two types of requests c'3,(!
more holistic design outcomes in terms of holding an ability to deliver (7) ‘Brand design’ outcomes, 
such as visual identity and logos, and (8) ‘Service design’.!















advertisements. The requests for Conceptual design skills cover references to ‘Business’, ‘Concept 
design’, ‘Design thinking’, ‘Problem solving’, ‘Research’ and ‘User experience (UX)’. Process 
40-0B,4,-2!%)$**%!+'3,(%!(,W,(,-+,%!2'!0-!06$*$2C!2'!*,0.!0-.!40-0B,!2#,!.,%$B-!?('+,%%!$-!2,(4%!'W!
‘Client relationship’, ‘Project management’ and ‘Teamwork’. Content skills cover requests for gra?#$+!
.,%$B-,(%!$-!.,3,*'?$-B!0-.!(,3$,&$-B!2,a2!$-!6'2#!-02$3,!0-.!W'(,$B-!*0-B/0B,%;!",+#-$+0*!.,%$B-!
skills hold the requests for operational skills in terms of ‘Coding’, ‘Design for web’, ‘Illustration’, 
‘Layout’, ‘Photography’ and ‘Production and materials’. Lastly, in capturing skills in digital tools for 
design work, Software skills cover the references to skills and knowledge in ‘2D’, ‘3D’, ‘Animation’, 




































2C?,%!'W!(,^/,%2%!$-!2#,!0.3,(2$%,4,-2%!$-!2,(4%!'W!2#02!%/$206le applicants should hold ‘Acumen’, 
‘Aesthetic sense’, ‘Creativity’ and being ‘Self7driven’. !








The most frequently referenced Design deliverables across the advertisements is ‘Print design’ (D.1) 
$-!2,(4%!'W!.,%$B-,(%!6,$-B!,a?,+2,.!2'!?('./+,!?($-2!'/2+'4,%!%/+#!0%!%/+#!0%!W*C,(%L!0.3,(2$%$-B%!
and posters. Regarding the Knowledge and skills, the most frequent requests are ‘Concept design’ 
(K.1), ‘Foreign language’ (K.7), ‘2D Software’ (K.10), ‘Teamwork’ (K.15) and ‘Layout’ (K.18). The most 









seemed to have emerged to comprise ‘(…) a combination of skills, abilities, and knowledge needed 
to perform a specific task in a given context’ (Jones & Voorhees, 2002, p. 1);!"#,!B('/?$-B!'W!2#,!
‘Design deliverables’ does not directly adhere to this definition in combining the different types of 
.,%$B-!'/2+'4,%!W('4!'/(!$-$2$0*!0-0*C%$%!6/2!&0%!2(,02,.!%$4$*0(!2'!2#,!'2#,(!B('/?%!6C!2#,!
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=-!%#'(2L!2#,!(,%/*2$-B!+'4?,2,-+$,%!0(,!0%!W'**'&%@!‘Concept generation’ covers the types of 
(,^/,%2%!that revolve around tasks of conceptualising and solving design problems.  ‘Design 
deliverables’ groups all the outcomes that graphic designers are expected to produce. ‘Design 
thinking’ captures the methodological references in the advertisements. ‘Digital/web’ describes 
tasks related to building digital material. ‘Language’ refers to fluency in native and foreign languages. 
‘Production and management’ merges themes in relation to technical aspects of the design work. 
‘Relationship’ groups references to co**06'(02$'-!&$2#!'2#,(!?('W,%%$'-0*%!$-!2#,!0.3,(2$%,4,-2%;!
‘Representation’ groups requests about skills and knowledge needed to execute graphic design 






































































































‘Coding’, ‘Acumen’ and ‘Self7driven’. One section of the document was not covered by the resulting 
competencies of the interviewees: ‘Historical and prospective mind7%,2!+,-2(,.!'-!%'+$'7,+'-'4$+!
0-.!+/*2/(0*!0%?,+2%L!(,3,0*$-B!0&0(,-,%%!'W!,+'-'4$+L!%'+$0*L!0-2#('?'*'B$+0*L!,-3$('-4,-20*L!

















B(0?#$+!.,%$B-,(%!for operational activities; ‘Representation’ as a competency comprising the skills 
0-.!)-'&*,.B,!-,,.,.!2'!,a,+/2,!B(0?#$+!.,%$B-!&'()!&0%!?(,%,-2!$-!2#,!40`'($2C!S[:;XkT!'W!2#,!
0.3,(2$%,4,-2%;!1'-+/((,-2*CL!2#,!W$3,!4'%2!W(,^/,-2!2C?,%!'W!(,^/,%2%!0+('%%!2#,!0.3,(2$%,4,-2%!
were for skills and knowledge in ‘2D Software’ (68.19%); ‘Print design’ (56.87%); ‘Digital design’ 
(45.01%); ‘Layout’ (39.08%) and ‘Photography’ (23.99%). We also found that requests for more 
%2(02,B$+!0-.A'(!40-0B,($0*!%)$**%!0-.!)-'&*,.B,!&,(,!'-*C!2'!0!3,(C!*$4$2,.!,a2,-2!(,W,(,-+,.!$-!
the advertisements. For example, references to knowledge in ‘Business’, ‘Problem solving’ and ‘User 








United Kingdom (Dziobczenski & Person, 2017): ‘2D Software’, ‘Print design’ and ‘Digital design. 
9$4$*0(*CL!&#,-!%2/.C$-B!2#,!(,^/$(,4,-2%!?'%2,.!W'(!$-./%2($0*!.,%$B-!?('W,%%$'-0*%L!h0-BL!h'/L!0-.!












Ministry of Education. Exceptions were ‘Coding’ (K.21), ‘Acumen’ (P.1) and ‘Self7driven’ (P.2) which 
&,(,!-'2!0%%$B-,.!2'!0-C!%?,+$W$+!%,+2$'-;!"#,!*0+)!'W!references to ‘Coding’ in the policy document 
4$B#2!6,!,a?*0$-,.!6C!2#,!W0+2!2#02!2#,!,./+02'(%!.,%+($6,.!$2!0%!-'-7+,-2(0*!2'!.,%$B-!0-.L!W('4!
that perspective, ‘Coding’ might be perceived to not be part of the scope of design education in 
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